
MELISSA DIVIETRI



PUBLIC ART SHOWCASES

I create art 
with purpose.

My responsibility as an abstract artist is to trigger different emotions to
send reflections in past memories or future visions; creating a cause &
effect that helps people walk thru their problems. Each person gets lost
in their own journey from the layers & color patterns that I use for
creating with purpose to bring out imagination & uplift creative energy in
people thru their spirits. My soul is pure; and that leaves intention.

What I share thru my art is what every person can apply in their life
today. I rely on my imagination to fulfill my obligations as a missionary
by writing personal stories in the descriptions of each abstract art
painting. I fall forward in my challenges while embracing the difficulty of
an eventful lifestyle, this is how I create art with purpose; painting
(planting) seeds in each artwork to change mindsets while empathizing a
better humanity. The whole world is suffering.

HOLA - SOY MELI

Publix Mural 10' x 40' (Coral Springs)
EPIC Hotel - 16th Floor Gallery (Miami)
2nd Ave Gallery / Little Haiti (Miami)
Tangent Gallery (Detroit)
Charivari Festival (Detroit)
Bay 13 Brewery / "Outside the Lines" Showcase (Coral Gables)
Great Lakes Coffee "Detroit Series" (Detroit)
Selina Medellin "Abstract Drips" (Colombia)
Crate Cafe & Gallery (Bali, Indonesia)
The Gate 88 (Kuta, Indonesia)
Armando Records (Bogota, Colombia)
Selina Cartagena (Colombia)
Sonar D+ (Barcelona)



BALI ,  INDONESIA





KUTA -  THE GATE 88

Watch Me
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=358357968485002





MEDELLIN,  COLOMBIA



DETROIT,  MICHIGAN



MIAMI,  FLORIDA





What do I 
do tho: Original abstract artwork using acrylic on

canvas, applied with mixed media with
spray paint and texture. Sometimes resin
or top coat is added *

Abstract Art

I personally develop a series of artwork
for use in a showcase, gallery, hotel,
restaurant, night club, office and personal
/ private collection. Launch with press
release and media interviews to promote
on marketing channels.

Showcases

I bring visuals to life on the sides of
buildings, plazas and shopping centers. I
take the smallest bit of details and
explode the most impressive creative
project using mixed media. Added top
coat to preserve color & paint duration.

Mural Design

I capture the ambience of the energy
around me; and uplift it thru my dance
moves and live art sessions. I paint live
for happy hour, day club, pool parties,
music festivals and techno after sets.

Live + Art Activation





MELISSA.DIVIETRI@GMAIL.COM
+1-313-355-2093 - WHATSAPP

Holler Follow
@MISSYDI & @MISSYDI_ARTIST
DETROIT MADE
MEDELLIN BASED 

WHAT'S REALITY IF YOU
LIVE INSIDE YOUR IMAGINATION?


